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Principal
Experience and expertise


James joined Aon Hewitt in 2010 and is based in Sydney. James Leads our Leadership Practice and focuses on working with organisations to
develop their business performance through improving manager and leader effectiveness.



Specifically, James is focused on measuring and developing of leadership and management capability to improve the productivity and
engagement of their teams, and hence improve business performance.



Prior to this role James worked as a Senior Consultant, working with large clients on engagement surveying and engagement improvement
initiatives. James also led the redesign and delivery of our Best Employers Program in 2011/12.



In 2012, James designed, developed and delivered a Manager Development program for Queensland Treasury Corporation which arose
directly from a prior engagement survey and which focused on the development and reinforcement of managerial skills in key areas such as
performance feedback, recognition and career development. James also worked with the NSW Department of Finance and Services on their
engagement surveying last year.



James has consulted with a number of leading Australian organisations spanning the Public Sector, I.T., telecommunications, fast moving
consumer goods, engineering and financial services industries.



James’ prior experience has been gained working in HR leadership positions and in HR functional roles focusing on Leadership Development,
Culture Change, Talent Management and Compensation. James worked with Microsoft for many years and his last role there was leading
Management Development and culture change at Microsoft Australia.



These roles have enabled James to work with Executive Leadership teams in developing and implementing strategies to drive and support
organisational change and to focus on leadership development as a primary mechanism to influence culture and business effectiveness.

Qualifications


Bachelor of Arts in Business



Masters in Organisational Coaching (will complete by mid 2013)

Professional memberships


Member of the Institute of Personnel and Development (UK)
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